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Entry 
requirements:  
A minimum of five 4/C grades at GCSE, 
one of which should be English Language 
(and often Mathematics). 

Some A Levels also require at least grade 
6/B or have individual entry requirements 
- please check the course infosheet for 
each A Level subject on the website at: 
www.newcollege.ac.uk

About A Levels
• 2 year courses which are linear 

(assessment at the end) 

• Great entry routes to university or a 
career/apprenticeship. 
 

• Traditionally an academic, theory-
based route, they now include 
practical elements, and a few have 
coursework as an additional form 
of assessment. 

• Choose from 35 different subjects! 

• We also have a selection of 
relevant vocational equivalents, 
which means there are over 8000 
possible subject combinations. 
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Great teaching  
and results
• In Summer 2022, 41% of grades were at 

A*-B with nearly one in five entries gaining 
A*/A grades.  

• In official statistics, our A Level Progress/
Value Added scores are the highest of 
any other state school/college in Swindon 
and Cirencester. These tell you how much 
progress a student makes between the end 
of Key Stage Four (GCSE study) and the 
end of A Level studies. (Source: Jan 2020 
school performance tables).  

• Our A Level students stay with us for the 
duration of their course, so if you start with 
us, we’ll get you right through to the end. 
 

Fantastic 
destinations
Many students go on to study at university. In 
September 2022, over 450 went to universities, 
including Russell Group ones such as Exeter, 
Cardiff, Bristol, UCL and Durham along with 
popular local ones such as Bristol UWE, Bath, 
Bath Spa, Reading and Gloucestershire. Others 
went straight into careers or apprenticeships.

Our Careers and HE Advisors will provide advice 
to help you decide your best route into work or 
university. You’ll have the opportunity to attend 
local university open events and employability 
fairs.

Staff who are specialists 
in their subjects
Our staff are extremely well-qualified and highly experienced; many have 
postgraduate qualifications or industry experience. We provide specialists 
for every subject, even smaller ones – whichever A Level you choose you’ll 
be taught by someone who has achieved a degree at least in that subject or 
for languages, a native speaker. Many of our staff also teach on our Higher 
Education programmes so are ideally placed to teach you the skills needed 
for success at university. 

The perfect 
class size
Our average class size is 
16-17 - small enough for 
individual teaching, but 
large enough to ensure that 
class discussion and group 
work - essential parts of the 
learning experience - are 
effective.

High Flyers’ 
programme

A programme of activities to stretch and challenge very academic students (those with a 
minimum of six grades at 7-9/A*-A). You’ll have the opportunity to study a fourth A Level 
and/or the fast-track Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) which universities like as it 
demonstrates research and independent study skills.

A focus on  
employability skills
Employability skills are reinforced in lessons and 
developed via employer events and initiatives such as 
mentoring, presentation and site visits. 

You will also be expected to undertake work experience 
relevant to your chosen A Level pathway and to fit this 
around your timetable. Studying A Levels develops skills 
useful for both higher education and many careers; 
these include project management, research and 
analytic methods, academic writing, critical thinking, 
communication, presentation, and teamwork skills.

OFSTED has 
continuously rated 
the College “Good” 
throughout our  
39-year history, 
despite our diverse 
and wide-ranging 
student intake.

• Performance Spaces  
Phoenix Theatre,  
two Dance Studios,  
Recording Studio 

• Specialist Studios  
For art, design, 
fashion and textiles, 
photography 

• STEM Facilities  
Nine science labs 
with state-of-the-art 
equipment 

• Sports Areas  
Sports Hall, gym, 
exercise studio, 3G 
pitch 
 

• IT Environments  
E-learning, over 1500 
computers, specialist  
computer room 

• Study and  
Research Spaces  
Learning Resource 
Centre

Amazing facilities

Why choose New College Sixth?
Set up as the first dedicated sixth form centre for Swindon in 1984, we’ve been delivering A levels 
at Queens Drive for nearly 40 years and have a proven track record of helping students succeed and 
progress on to further study or employment.
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Your choice of three A Levels or vocational equivalents forms the core part of your study 
programme at New College. There are then several wrap-around components as shown above.

Fantastic Enrichment, 
trips and projects 
Trips vary from one day, to longer residential trips and include 
university taster sessions and lectures, field and research trips, 
visits to galleries, museums and employers.

Exciting initiatives in 2021-22 have included:  

• Competing in the Chemistry and Biology Olympiads 

• Attending the University of Warwick’s Ancient Drama 
Festival 

• Visits to the British Museum, Royal Collection at 
Windsor Castle, Alice in Wonderland exhibition at the 
V&A Museum 

• Participating in an immersive Great Gatsby 
Experience in London 

• Collaboration with the Army Reserve Centre Museum 

• Project work undertaken for Sustainability Week 

• Exhibiting in the Photo Swindon Festival 

• Compiling and producing a literary anthology 

• Designing graphics for homeless charity Threshold’s 
SleepOut event 

• Participating in a “Behind Bars” conference; involving 
discussions with both sides of the criminal justice 
system, hearing from ex-offenders and criminal 
psychologists.

Our enrichment programme is a key part of A Level pathways and 
activities are known as Extraordinary Extras. We want to ensure 
that your A Level studies are career focused and linked to your 
goals, whether university or your chosen career destination. These 
Extras offer enrichment initiatives which are designed to develop 
the skills and qualities to help you succeed. We also run the Duke of 
Edinburgh (Bronze/ Silver/Gold awards). 

Students also benefit from exciting projects awarded to the 
College via the Turing Scheme. This provides funding for 
international opportunities in education and training across the 
world.  In Summer 2022, the scheme funded a week-long French 
work experience trip to Rouen, where students attended language 
school and undertook work experience in French businesses.

Support all the way
As we have more students (and therefore more 
funding), we can provide far more services than 
school. 

You’ll have a Progress Coach and access to a 
large Student Services team including nurses, 
chaplain, careers advisers and counsellors. If you 
have a physical or sensory impairment, learning 
difference, such as dyslexia, dyspraxia, discalculia, 
Autistic Spectrum Condition or any other learning 
need, our Additional Support Team can help.

Support and space 
to develop your 
study skills
Studying A Levels and at university means that 
you must be motivated and develop independent 
research and study skills. We run supervised 
study sessions, but we also offer quiet study 
spaces within our Learning Resource Centre to 
help you develop these important skills yourself.  
Studying the Extended Project Qualification 
(EPQ) also develops your research, analytical and 
presentation skills.

Extraordinary 
Extras 

Student 
support 
services

Employability 
skills and work 

experience 

Development 
coaching, university 

and careers advice 

Private 
study and 
e-learning

Tutorial and 
study skills

Your A Level 
study programme
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A Level Equivalent Engineering
This Extended Certificate course develops your knowledge and 
understanding of: mathematical techniques used to solve a range of 
engineering problems; the principles and applications of engineering 
science and the principles of mechanical, electric and electronic 
engineering. On completion, progress to a university degree in 
Engineering or an Advanced Apprenticeship.

English Language
Provides a framework for the study of language and the practice of 
communication skills. Understand the role language plays in your life and 
answer questions such as: How and why does language vary? How do we 
acquire language skills and how do they develop and change? What role 
does language play in our sense of identity and our relationships? On 
completion, progress to a degree in English or a related subject. Some 
universities require English Literature or English Language and Literature 
for an English degree – please check directly before making your A Level 
choices.

English Language and Literature
Develop your awareness of the ways we communicate: how people talk 
and how authors write for different purposes and audiences. Study a 
range of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and drama, developing your skills 
of analysis and judgement. Learn to recognise and practise effective 
presentation, logical argument, persuasion, and lucid, fluent expression. 
On completion, progress to any degree course in this or a related subject, 
or to any career needing an understanding of human relationships and 
social issues e.g. media work, management, teaching, law, social work.

English Literature
Study texts from various eras; current set texts are The Great Gatsby, 
Othello, The Help, A Streetcar Named Desire, Feminine Gospels, The 
Picture of Dorian Gray and the AQA Poetry Anthology. Modules are: 
Love Through the Ages and Modern Times: Literature from 1945 to the 
Present Day (Texts in Shared Contexts). On completion, progress to any 
degree course in this or a related subject. Your communication skills will 
improve along with your ability to make assertions and maintain a line of 
reasoning; these qualities will prepare you for work and/or university.

Environmental Science
Study issues of environmental importance in a scientific manner 
including the impact of human activity on the environment and 
ways in which we can create a sustainable future. Topics include: The 
Living Environment; The Physical Environment; Energy Resources and 
Environmental Pollution; Biological Resources and Sustainability. Society 
and industry need people who understand the challenges presented 
by sustainable development. On completion, progress to a degree in 
Environmental Science and Sustainable Development.

Film Studies
Gain knowledge and understanding of a diverse range of films and the 
significance of film and film practice in a variety of contexts. Explore 
film and its key contexts (including social, historical and political) 
and understand how films generate meanings and responses from 
spectators. Production work is a crucial part of this specification and is 
integral to learners’ study of film. On completion, progress to a degree 
course such as: Film Studies or Film Production, Media, Art, Photography, 
Communications, Theatre, Sociology, Psychology or English. 

A Level Equivalent Financial Studies
This Diploma covers topics such as saving and borrowing products, 
different types of bank account, investment products, dealing with 
long term risk, financial planning, consumer protection and ethics 
& sustainability in financial services. On completion, progress to a 
degree-level course such as an HND or BSc honours in Banking, Finance, 
Accounting and/or Business. Alternatively, the course can lead directly to 
a career in financial services.

Art: Historical Practice
Follow an exciting programme of work through Art History, Contextual 
Studies and Artist Research. Explore traditional forms of art in a range 
of techniques with contemporary subject matters. This will enrich and 
enhance the skills of any student that is looking for a career in art history, 
including curation. Any student studying A Level Fine Art would benefit 
from studying Historical Practice. On completion, progress to a degree in 
Art History.

Biology
Learn practical skills and undertake set investigations. Study key concepts 
and their applications: Foundations in Biology; Exchange and transport; 
Biodiversity, evolution and disease; Communication, homeostasis and 
energy, and Genetics and ecosystems. Combined with other science 
subjects, progress to a degree or career in medicine, pharmacy, nursing, 
social work veterinary science, marine biology, environmental science and 
many other sciences.

Business
Interested in a career in Business Management, Marketing or Finance? 
Learn how businesses operate and become successful. Topics include 
marketing and human resources, financial management and business 
accounting, business decisions and strategy and international business. 
On completion, progress to our HND in Business or a degree in business, 
accountancy or finance or a range of careers.

Chemistry
Develop your understanding of the processes which occur in nature and 
in new technological developments. Modules include: Development of 
practical skills in chemistry; Foundations in chemistry; Periodic table 
and energy; Core organic chemistry; Physical chemistry and transition 
elements; Further study of organic chemistry and analysis: and further 
information on organic chemistry with analysis of substances. On 
completion, progress to a degree in Medicine, Chemical Engineering, 
Veterinary Science, Dentistry, Forensic Science, Pharmacy or 
Biochemistry.

Classical Civilisation
Learn about ancient Greek and Roman civilisations through the study 
of literature. Develop an awareness of similarities between classical 
civilisations and our own, understand how ancient values helped shape 
modern life, analyse critically and evaluate historical evidence and learn 
about works of classical art and their enduring influence. On completion, 
progress to Classics or a related subject at degree level. 

Computer Science
This A Level explores computational thinking and understanding of 
computer design. Learn the problem-solving and programming strands 
of Computing, alongside theory that covers topics such as computer 
architecture, networks and system development. On completion, progress 
to an IT Apprenticeship, a foundation degree in Cyber Security or any 
degree or career in computing/IT.

A Level Equivalent Criminology
Criminology is the fascinating study of the 
reasons why individuals commit crimes, the 
law enforcement and criminal justice system. 
Topics include: Changing awareness of crime, 
Criminological theories, Crime scene to courtroom 
and Crime and punishment. On completion, 
progress to a range of degree courses such 
as criminology, law, politics, social policy, 
psychology, forensics or sociology at university. 

A Level Equivalent Digital Music 
Production
Suitable for those wishing to study either digital 
styles of music production such as house, hip 
hop, drum & bass as well as those interested in 
traditional studio recording techniques. Useful 
for musicians with a strong interest in modern 
composition techniques as well as singer 
songwriters wishing to produce their own music. 
On completion, progress to a relevant degree 
course or a career in the music industry.

Drama
An intense study into the fascinating world 
of drama. Improve your acting skills, and your 
understanding of scripts and staging, through 
reading, discussing, analysing and seeing 
plays, plus rehearsing and performing them. 
On completion, progress to a Higher Education 
course in an arts-related subject. The course 
can lead to careers in acting, directing, stage 
management, theatre administration, film and T.V 
and communications-based industries.

Economics
Focuses on real world economic problems and 
provides an understanding of issues which will 
shape your life and the world. Topics include: Was 
the Government right to raise university tuition 
fees? Should the Government do more to protect 
the environment? The course also explores the 
impact Brexit continues to have on the UK. On 
completion, progress to an HND in Business, or 
a degree in a related subject. Many universities 
also require an A Level in Mathematics to do an 
Economics degree.

A Level Equivalent Extended Project 
Qualification (EPQ)
The EPQ is excellent preparation for university 
study. Research a subject of your own choosing 
and develop a 5000 word report or an artefact. 
Alongside your research, document your progress 
in a production log, and communicate your 
findings in a presentation at the end of the course. 
Some universities (such as Southampton, Bristol, 
Manchester & Reading) may give you a reduced 
university offer if you complete the EPQ.

Accounting
Covers the purposes of accounting, the effects of 
change on accounting and the social implications 
of accounting decisions. Learn to organise and 
communicate accounting information in a logical 
format, including analysing and interpreting 
financial statements, and drawing conclusions for 
management decisions. On completion, progress to a 
degree/HND in business, accountancy or finance or a 
range of careers.

A Level Equivalent Association of 
Accounting Technicians (AAT)
A vocational Level 2 Certificate. Study the following 
topics: Bookkeeping transactions; Bookkeeping 
controls; Elements of costing; Using accounting 
software and Foundation Certificate in Accounting 
Synoptic Assessment. On completion, progress to  
a degree in Accounting or Finance, or to further  
AAT study.

Ancient History
Delve into a crucial chapter of our human past. Learn 
about the civilisations and cultures of antiquity, 
from the Greek-city states to the Roman Empire. Use 
literary and archaeological evidence to piece together 
the past and explore the societies that became the 
foundation of the modern world. On completion, 
progress to Classics or Ancient History or a related 
subject at degree level.

A Level Equivalent Applied Science
A BTEC National Level 3 Extended Certificate. 
Study three core units: Principles and applications 
of science; Practical scientific procedures and 
techniques; Science investigation skills, and a number 
of specialist units.  On completion, progress to a 
suitable degree at university, an apprenticeship or 
into employment.

Art and Design: Fine Art
Follow an exciting programme of work in painting and 
drawing, printmaking, 3D and mixed media, as well as 
modern techniques in photography, digital application 
and animation. Explore traditional forms of art in 
a range of techniques with contemporary subject 
matters. On completion, progress to a Foundation 
Diploma in Art & Design; a degree/HND in any art and 
design specialism or a range of careers.

A Levels and 
Vocational Equivalents
We offer 35 A Levels subjects as well as a small number of A Level vocational equivalents 
– this gives you far more choice than school sixth forms.
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Religious Studies
Explore deeper questions about God, ethics and the meaning of life. 
There are three elements: Religion (Christianity) - explore Christian beliefs 
and practices; Philosophy & Religion – study arguments used to prove 
the existence of God; and Religion and Ethics - study theories such as 
utilitarianism, natural moral law and situation ethics. This A level develops 
writing and analytical skills and is considered to be good preparation for 
most Arts degrees.

Sociology
Sociology is the study of how people create society through relationships 
and the ways in which society shapes people’s behaviour and ideas. 
Study topics such as education, crime and deviance and religion, and 
ideas such as power, identity, socialisation and social control. You will 
question so-called `taken-for-granted’ views of society and individuals. 
This is a thought-provoking subject and useful in a variety of situations – 
academic, social, business and welfare. Possible careers include: human 
resources, business, marketing, teaching, police force, nursing, social and 
welfare services and journalism.

Spanish
Building on GCSE Spanish skills, learn to express yourself more fluently 
and confidently; develop your ideas and opinions on topics relevant to 
young people and practise listening, speaking and reading skills. Topics 
include: social issues & trends; artistic culture; grammar; literary text and 
film; multiculturalism in historic society and aspects of political life. On 
completion, progress to a Spanish single or joint degree at university; 
many offer a year abroad. Many employers also value people with 
experience of other languages and cultures.

A Level Equivalent Sport and Exercise Science
Provides you with the knowledge and understanding of theoretical 
and practical aspects of Sports Science. This course allows you to also 
undertake other A-Levels alongside the programme. On completion, 
progress to a sport science & performance analysis university courses 
or employment within the sector.

Textiles and Fashion
Follow an exciting programme of work using a variety of media, processes 
and equipment in order to explore and experiment with textile design and 
surface pattern. Textile techniques and artists include: print; sublimation, 
relief and silk screening; embroidery; applique; free motion embroidery; 
hand embroidery and felt making. On completion, progress to a 
Foundation Diploma in Art & Design; HND in Textiles; a degree/HND in  
any art and design specialism or a range of careers.

3D Design: Product Design
An exciting and highly practical course which allows you to follow a broad 
study of 3D Design. Undertake a varied programme of work using a variety 
of techniques, processes and equipment in order to explore product and 
3D design. On completion, progress to a Foundation Diploma in Art & 
Design; HND in Textiles; a degree/HND in any art and design specialism  
or a range of careers. 

History: British & American 20th Century
Discover how America became the superpower that it is today; from 1865-1975, 
after the Civil War to the end of the Vietnam War. How is America governed? 
What are its attitudes to foreign powers? Is there equality? Investigate how 
Britain has changed between 1951-2007. Study developments in the Welfare 
State, the Thatcher Revolution and the changing lives of British people. On 
completion, progress to a history degree at university.

History: British & European 20th Century
Explore the development of Germany from its unification in 1871, through to 
reunification following the Cold War in 1991. It also explores modern British 
history from 1951-2007; politics, foreign policy, society and the economy. A 
third unit focuses on Italian unification, providing the opportunity to develop 
academic writing and research skills. On completion, progress to a history 
degree at university.

Law
Learn how the Law affects every aspect of your life. Topics include the English 
Legal System, the Judiciary, Criminal Law and the Law of Tort. Study requires an 
understanding of Legislation and Case Law, and the ability to apply these rules to 
unique circumstances, arriving at a logical conclusion. Law is relevant to many 
careers: banking, accountancy, estate agency, insurance, any business career, 
and the Law itself. A Level Law is not required to enter the legal profession, but 
could help you to decide whether you want to pursue this career idea. Most 
universities welcome students with evidence of prior study of Law at any level.

Media Studies
Explore and analyse how the media communicates with its audiences focusing 
on major media forms: TV, film, radio, music, print media and web pages. Covers 
Media Language, Representation, Media Audiences and Industry and the three 
key areas of television, magazines and online media. On completion, progress 
to a media-related course at university. Skills acquired studying this A Level will 
be very useful in careers such as public relations, advertising, marketing, and 
teaching.

Mathematics
Develop your knowledge of Maths, and your skill and confidence in using it in a 
wide range of situations. You will be able to use appropriate computer software 
and technology, use algebraic notation with confidence and competence, 
analyse real life problems and discuss mathematical ideas.  Many degree courses 
have Maths as an entry requirement. The Statistics topics are good preparation 
for careers including Business, Economics, Finance and Accountancy, whilst the 
Mechanics topics are good preparation for Engineering, Technology, or Science.

Music
Provides a contemporary, accessible and creative education in Music, with 
three main elements – performing, composing and appraising. Undertake a 
performance portfolio (min 10 minutes; solo and ensemble) and produce two 
compositions. For appraising, study the development of classical instrumental 
music, popular song, religious music of the Baroque period and 19th Century 
programme music. It will enrich and inform students for whom music will remain 
a life-long interest and the academic rigour of the course sets standards for 
critical judgement transferable to learning in other subjects.

Philosophy
What is real? Is the truth out there? Is there such a thing as God or right conduct? 
And how do we go about finding out? Explore these and other fundamental 
questions about ourselves and the world. Develop critical and reasoning skills 
through studying major themes such as Epistemology, Moral Philosophy, 
Philosophy of Religion and Philosophy of Mind. Philosophy strengthens your 
ability to analyse, to reason more effectively and to make sound judgements 
– skills in demand by universities and employers for careers in business and 
management, education and social policy.

Photography
Explore who you are as a photographer and 
what you want to show through your images. 
Research the work of photographic artists 
and acquire skills in camera, studio and 
image editing techniques. Explore: depth 
of field to control focus; shutter speed to 
manipulate movement; studio lighting; genres; 
postproduction in Photoshop; and printing 
and presentation techniques. Progress to 
a Foundation Diploma in Art & Design, or 
other higher or degree level courses. Useful 
for a range of careers, including being a 
photographer, picture editor, gallery curator, 
postproduction, graphic design, illustration, 
film making, media, fine art, animation, 
architecture and interior design.

Physics
A Level Physics gives you the opportunity to 
explore the phenomena of the universe and to 
look at theories that explain what is observed, 
developing strong analytical and research 
skills. Study areas including: forces and motion; 
electrons, waves and photons; quantum 
physics; astrophysics; particles and medical 
physics. Develop skills through performing 
practicals. Physics is widely regarded as one 
of the most challenging A level subjects and 
is essential for entry into most engineering 
degree courses and careers.

Politics
Study contemporary politics and ideologies 
and gain an understanding of the factors 
shaping both the British and American systems. 
Explore the key issues that shape this country 
and America, such as Biden’s presidency and 
Brexit. Units cover issues such as the power of 
the Prime Minister, the workings of Parliament, 
the role of elections and the power of the 
US president. This A Level is respected by 
universities and employers and develops skills 
such as logical and analytical thinking and clear 
writing; useful in careers such as business, 
finance, law, teaching, journalism and politics.

Psychology
Psychology is the scientific study of mind and 
behaviour. Study the process of development, 
how changes influence us throughout life, and 
the issues involved in mental illness. Explore 
how the brain functions and controls aspects 
of behaviour. Conduct experiments, examining 
results and ethical implications of studying and 
treating people. On completion, progress to a 
degree in Psychology; additional specialisms 
include clinical, educational, occupational, 
sports and forensic psychology. Psychology 
is also valued in caring professions, human 
resources, media, marketing, teaching and the 
police force.

French
Building on GCSE French skills, learn to 
express yourself fluently and confidently; 
develop ideas and opinions on topics relevant 
to young people and practise listening, 
speaking and reading skills. Topics include: 
current trends in society (family, cyber 
society and volunteering); artistic culture; 
current issues (diversity, social exclusion and 
criminality) and political life. Progress to a 
French single or joint degree at university; 
many offer a year abroad. Many employers 
also value people with experience of other 
languages and cultures.

Further Mathematics
For keen Maths students wishing to gain a 
second Maths A Level. You will develop sound 
algebraic technique together with the ability 
to analyse and solve real-life problems. Topics 
include: Pure Maths, Statistics and Mechanics, 
which introduce you to a range of advanced 
mathematical ideas and new applications 
of Maths. A Level Maths and Further Maths 
together provide an excellent foundation for 
the study of Maths at university and are also 
recommended for Physics or Engineering. 

Geography
Covers issues that will affect you for the 
rest of your life: climate change and global 
warming, increased coastal and river 
flooding, overpopulation and globalisation. 
Develop an understanding of the processes 
that are shaping, and the challenges facing, 
the natural and human environment. Units 
include: Contemporary Urban Environments 
and Coastal Systems and Landscapes. 
Progress to a degree or career. Past 
students have gone into surveying, leisure, 
town planning, countryside management, 
landscape architecture, environmental health, 
and international development. Others have 
gone onto further research in meteorology, 
volcanology and glaciology.

Graphic Design and Illustration

Explore all aspects of contemporary graphic 
design, including advertising and packaging, 
typography, animation, illustration and 
computer graphics. You will experience 
real ‘live’ commissions and competitions 
from external clients, where accurate 
interpretation, creative ideas and keeping 
to deadlines will be an important factor. On 
completion, progress to a Foundation Diploma 
in Art & Design; a degree/HND in any art and 
design specialism or a range of careers.

Apply now!
newcollege.ac.uk
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“I chose New College as it felt like the next step up from 
6th form.  It offers students greater independence and 
felt like the natural progression for me.”

Penny Daws
Graphic Design, English Language 
and Literature, History

To help you choose the 
best subject combination, 
we have developed 
fourteen A Level pathways.  
These are underpinned by an employability focus, with particular 
university and career destinations in mind.  Our Extraordinary 
Extras (enrichment activities) are linked to each pathway.

When you apply
You can either choose one of these pathways, or choose any other 
subject combination – there is plenty of choice and flexibility!

Business and 
Entrepreneurship 
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Accounting; Business; Diploma in Financial Studies; 
Economics; Maths; Psychology

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
English Language; English Language and Literature; 
English Literature; Environmental Science; French; 
Geography; Graphic Design; History (British & 
American 20th Century); History (British & European 
20th Century); Law; Media; Studies; Philosophy; 
Politics; Religious Studies; Sociology; Spanish

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Debating Club; Dragon’s Den pitch; Enterprise 
Qualification; EPQ; Grade Booster event; Hotel 
Takeover; University masterclasses.

Creative Studies 
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Art: Fine Art; Art: Historical Practice; Digital Music 
Production; Graphic Design; Photography; Product 
Design; Textiles and Fashion

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Ancient History; Biology; Business; Classical Civilisation; 
Drama; English Language; English Language and 
Literature; English Literature; Film Studies; History 
(British & American 20th Century); History (British 
& European 20th Century); Media Studies; Music; 
Psychology; Sociology

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
College Production; Enterprise Qualification; EPQ; 
Film Club and competitions; Photography.event; Hotel 
Takeover; University masterclasses.

01 
Have a university destination 
or career goal in mind. Some 

universities require particular 
A Level subjects and have 

specific entry requirements 
for their degree courses.

02
Undertake initial research via 

ucas.com and then explore 
individual university websites 

to establish what’s needed.

03
Pick subjects you like - If you 

enjoy a subject, you will be 
motivated and more likely to 

achieve well.

pathway 01

pathway 02

How to choose 
your A Level subjects  

Agonsuwin is now studying Business 
and Management at the University 
of York.

Agonsuwin rai
business, economics, financial studies
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Design and Media 
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Film Studies; Graphic Design; Media Studies; 
Photography; 3D Product Design

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Business; Classical Civilisation; Digital Music 
Production; Drama; English Language; English 
Language and Literature; English Literature; Fine Art; 
History (British & American 20th Century); History 
(British & European 20th Century); Maths; Physics; 
Sociology; Textiles and Fashion

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
College Production; EPQ; Photography; Film Club 
and competitions; Student Magazine.event; Hotel 
Takeover; University masterclasses.

Engineering  
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Maths; Physics

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Business; Chemistry; Computer Science; 
Economics; Engineering; Environmental 
Science; Further Maths; Geography; 3D 
Product Design

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Able Maths courses; National Maths 
Challenge; Employer Lectures; Visits to 
Employers.

pathway 03

pathway 04

English and 
Communications
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
English Language; English Language and Literature;  
English Literature

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Ancient History; Classical Civilisation; Digital Music 
Production; Film Studies; French; Graphic Design; 
History (British & American 20th Century); History 
(British & European 20th Century); Law; Media 
Studies; Philosophy; Politics; Psychology; Religious 
Studies; Sociology; Spanish

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Creative Reading and Writing Group; Debating Club; 
EPQ; Meet the Author Event; Student magazine; 
University trips.

Environment, 
Geography and 
Earth Science  
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Applied Science; Biology; Chemistry; Environmental 
Science; Geography; Maths

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Classical Civilisation; Computer Science; English 
Language; English Language and Literature; English 
Literature; History (British & American 20th 
Century); History (British & European 20th Century); 
Media Studies; Photography; Physics; Spanish

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
A Level Geography Conference; EPQ; Environmental 
Task Force; Field Work; Journalism; Voluntary 
Conservation work.

pathway 05

pathway 06

“My lecturers are very open when communicating, 
knowledgeable about their subject, and happy to help at 
any time. The environment seems much more friendly, 
and the courses more detailed and fun than at other 
places.”  

“My teachers engage in and value my opinions. After 
College, I’m going to study engineering at university.”

“My teachers are so enthusiastic and give great 
feedback! I really like the atmosphere and personal 
feel of the College.  After College, I plan to become an 
Environmental Practitioner Apprentice.”  

Jay Cleverly 
3D Product Design,Graphic Design 
and Chemistry. 

Theo Simpkins
Maths, Further Maths, Biology

Amy Field  
English Literature, Geography, 
Environmental Science, EPQ

"The High Flyers programme gave me help 
applying to university and allowed me to do my 
EPQ early."

Robin Kinge
English Literature, Sociology 
and Psychology
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“I like that there are regular assessments to see we 
understand the content and there is a good course 
structure.  I plan to study maths at University and work 
in insurance after I graduate.”   

“In Religious Studies I learnt analytic writing skills that 
I could use in a wide range of University courses so I 
had a lot of freedom when choosing what I would do 
after College”. 

“The courses are really interesting, and I have great 
lecturers!  I use the library a lot – the computer rooms 
are clean and tidy and they have good computers 
which are fast and reliable.”  

Financial Academy
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
AAT Diploma; Accounting; Business; Economics; 
Diploma in Financial Studies; Maths

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
English Language; English Language and Literature; 
English Literature; French; Further Maths; Geography; 
Sociology; Spanish

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Charity and Fundraising Taskforce; Dragon’s Den pitch; 
Employer lectures; Finance and Economics master 
class; Grade Booster event; Student Investor Challenge; 
World Skills event in Financial Advice

Humanities  
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Ancient History; Classical Civilisation; 
Geography; History (all choices, dependent 
on timetable); Philosophy; Politics; Religious 
Studies

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Criminology; Drama; English Language; English 
Language and Literature; English Literature; 
French; Law; Maths; Sociology; Spanish

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Debating Club; EPQ; Student Governor; Spanish; 
Student Magazine; University Taster Day.

pathway 07

pathway 08

Law and Legal
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Criminology; English Language; English 
Language and Literature; English Literature; 
Law; Politics

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Ancient History; Business; Classical 
Civilisation; Geography; History (British & 
American 20th Century); History (British & 
European 20th Century); Maths; Philosophy; 
Psychology; Sociology; Spanish

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Debating Club; EPQ; Mock Elections.

Maths, Physics 
and Computer 
Science pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Computer Science; Maths; Physics

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS:
Biology; Chemistry; Economics; Fine Art; 
Further Maths; Geography; Music; 3D Product 
Design

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Able Maths course; Employer visits and talks; 
Engineering; E-Sports tournament; EPQ; 
National Maths Challenge; Physics Olympiad; 
Senior Maths Challenge.

pathway 09

pathway 10

Archie Piket
Maths, Further Maths, Chemistry

Grace Eley 
Religious Studies 

Victoria Chan 
Maths, Further Maths, Computer Science 

"My teachers were incredibly supportive 
throughout my two years at New College!"

Madeline Hughes
Law, Sociology, History
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Medical Health 
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS:
Biology; Chemistry; Maths; Physics

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
English Language; English Language and Literature; 
English Literature; French; Further Maths; Geography; 
History (British & American 20th Century); History 
(British & European 20th Century); Psychology; 
Spanish; Textiles and Fashion

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS:
BMAT/UKCAT lessons; Debating Club; EPQ; Mental 
Health Task Force; Talks from GPs and Admissions 
Tutors; Volunteering.

Performing Arts 
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Drama; Music

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: BIOLOGY; 
Classical Civilisation; Digital Music Production; 
English Language; English Language and Literature; 
English Literature; Film Studies; Fine Art; Maths; 
Media Studies; Sport & Exercise Science

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Choir; College Production; Dance Company; 
Entrepreneurship Qualification; EPQ; Fashion 
Show; Film Club and competitions; Orchestra; 
Photography.

pathway 11

pathway 12

Social Sciences  
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Criminology; Sociology; Politics; Psychology

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Biology; Classical Civilisation; Economics; English 
Language; English Language & Literature; English 
Literature; Geography; History (British & American 
20th Century); History (British & European 20th 
Century); Law; Maths; Philosophy; Religious Studies

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Debating Club; EPQ; Journalism; Student magazine; 
University Taster Day.

STEM and 
Healthcare 
pathway
RECOMMENDED CORE SUBJECTS: 
Applied Science; Biology; Chemistry; Maths; 
Physics; Psychology

RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS: 
Computer Science; Criminology; Environmental 
Science; Further Maths; Geography; 3D Product 
Design; Sociology; Sport & Exercise Science 

RECOMMENDED EXTRAORDINARY EXTRAS: 
Biology/Physics Olympiad; Employer Visits 
and Lectures; EPQ; Mental Health Task Force; 
University Visits.

pathway 13

pathway 14

“I love the music departments; it is great that we can 
learn about and are able to record our own music!  I was 
invited to join Choir Enrichment which helped me to 
train my ear for melodic dictation in the A Level paper."

Jack Hookings 
Extended Certificate in the Creative Music Industry, 
music and maths

“The courses have a wide range of interesting topics and the 
teachers are very approachable.  I took part in a “Life Behind 
Bars” activity where we got to meet real criminals.  I plan to 
study for a degree in Cultural Sociology at University.”    

Francesca is now studying Marine Biology at the 
University of Southampton.

Mac McCarthy  
Psychology, Criminology and Sociology.

Francesca Noyes
Biology, Chemistry and 
environmental science
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New College 
Open Events
Open Day 
Saturday October 8th 2022
Queens Drive and North Star Campuses

January Open 
Evenings
Tuesday January 24th 2023
North Star Campus

Tuesday January 31st 2023
Queens Drive Campus

A Levels 
Information 
& High Flyers’ 
Evening
Tuesday February 28th 2023 
Queens Drive Campus

March Open 
Evenings
Thursday 16th March 2023
North Star Campus

Wednesday 29th March 2023
Queens Drive Campus

June Open 
Evening
Thursday 22nd June 2023
Queens Drive and North Star 
Campuses

Follow us on 
social media:

QUEENS DRIVE CAMPUS 
Queens Drive, Swindon, SN3 1AH 
Phone: 01793 495 000

NORTH STAR CAMPUS 
North Star Avenue, Swindon, SN2 1DY
Phone: 01793 491591

Contact details

0596-V7-0922CT


